**MIT must settle the humanities issue**

(Continued from page 4)

Picture yourself a non-scientist or engineer at an institute of technology. Not only is that hard enough on its own, but then read statements like those of Professor Marx (and I don't mean to single him out, but if you would wonder what hope you would have of understanding his "Act" major at MIT. (The reason I put liberal arts in quotes is because at MIT, anything that is not engineering or science is considered to be liberal arts or humanities.)

Or tell people that you're majoring in writing, political science, or philosophy without either receiving strange looks or qualifying your own statement with something like "I really shouldn't be here at MIT." This is what I mean by "life." What is one to do if they come to MIT with the intent of majoring in some engineering or science field, but then change and realize that their academic interests lie in other, non-scientific, fields? Should they stay at MIT and be treated like second-class students by the institute, its policies and the rest of the scientific student body? Or should they transfer and go through the transitional period of adjusting to a new environment and giving up friendships and connections already established here at MIT? Or perhaps they should help for an improvement in the way MIT treats its students in the academic minority?

Prof. Marx also stated, "MIT will never be able to compete as a general university." Though I disagree with this statement because MIT has, or can get, the resources needed to create a "general university," it's sad that I have to find this out now. As a senior in high school, MIT admissions information painted this wonderful picture of a school strong in engineering and sciences as well as wonderful opportunities in the humanities, arts, and social sciences.

It is true that these opportunities exist, but I honestly believe that the feature is not surmounting to the study of anything but science or engineering on the undergraduate level. Despite the efforts of several individuals in the HASS departments and in the Dean's office, MIT is not very supportive of those desiring an education in non-scientific fields. Perhaps I should have expected this from an institute of technology. But there are people who want to major in areas that are not engineering or scientific, either before deciding to attend MIT or after arriving. I think that it's about time that the Institute as a whole gave some thought to their needs, as well as those of the scientific community. If it doesn't, MIT will pay the price. Students will either transfer out, remain at MIT and be unhappy academically, or become very unhappy scientists.

MIT should make up its mind whether it is a general university, or just an institute of technology, with a bunch of extra courses in humanities, arts, and social sciences as icing on the cake. Then it should let its current students know, and also tell prospective students, so they don't make the mistake of expecting one thing and receiving another.

Claudio Goldberg '89

---

**CPs actions were unnecessary**

(Continued from page 4)

warning. The lieutenant plopped him against the radiator, and twisted his arm behind his back, nearly breaking his arm. The other policemen, in uniform, just stared at watching. This did nothing, except to try to make his friends leave and abandon him.

They say that if you put a man in uniform and give him a bad cop, he will think he is BMOC and will get away with anything. Perhaps he will think he is BMOC and i; uniform and give him a badge, and should also consider pressing charges.

The Tech should inform us of the results of any investigation of the incident. I have not seen any reference to it since the March 12 letter, and the last thing I want is for it to go down as one of those many regrettable incidents that are forgotten by all but the victim.

Also, my information was second-hand — from the two parties. If anyone has any additional (or differing) information, he should write and tell the Tech.

I have decided to stay at MIT. I don't think that any other school would act any better. I trust that this was just an aberration, and that it won't happen again. If it should...

John Morrison G

---

**MIT CLASS OF 1986 SENIOR GIFT/PLEDGE PROGRAM**

**ATTENTION SENIORS!**

THE CLASS OF 1986 SENIOR GIFT/PLEDGE PROGRAM is well under way. Every Senior should be familiar with the following facts about the program:

**THE SENIOR GIFT** is a one-time gift to MIT, made by the graduating class as a whole, in honor of our graduating class. This year, we have chosen a two-part Senior Gift:

A Light Sculpture by Bill Parker '74 for the Wiesner Gallery in the Student Center

**Seed money for an ongoing Class project:** The Class of 1984 Student Aid Fund

The MIT Class of 1936, in honor of their 50th Reunion, has challenged the Class of 1986 with a matching gift fund. For every dollar given by the Seniors, they will add another dollar. And any gifts of $25 and over will be double-matched! They are putting up $6,000 and challenge our class to get as much of it as possible by supporting the Senior Gift.

**THE SENIOR PLEDGE** is a pledge made now for contributions to the MIT Alumni Fund which will begin next year, and continue for a total of four years. A Senior may designate his or her pledge for The Class of 1986 Student Aid Fund, or for any other fund at MIT.

The solicitation period begins Saturday, April 12, and ends Tuesday, April 22. All Seniors in a dorm or independent living group should be hearing from a solicitor within your living group. Off-campus Seniors will be contacted during a telethon to be held on Wednesday, April 16.

If you have any questions about the Senior Gift/Pledge Program, please call Sharon Israel, the program coordinator, at x5-7574, or Jeff Solof at the Alumni Fund, x-8281.

If you have not been contacted and would like to make a pledge, please use the form below, and take it to Jeff Solof in Room 10-156. Contributions to the Senior Gift may be made in cash or by check (payable to "MIT Class of 1986 Gift"). Senior Pledge money will not be due until June, 1987, and reminders will be sent in advance.

**Oroullo Boston First Salad Bar**

Boston’s First Salad Bar is Still Boston’s First Salad Bar

First Number 1. In ten short years, Souper Salad has become the first place to go for the greatest selection of fresh vegetables, prepared salads, homemade salad dressings, bread, and assorted delicious treats.

Add hearty hand-stuffed sandwiches: steaming, flavorful soups, mouth-watering grilled entrées, appetizers, gourmet beers, juicy burgers; devilishly short and values that give you the most for your money. Souper Salad - the first that will last - always.
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**MIT CLASS OF 1986 SENIOR GIFT/PLEDGE PROGRAM**

**SENIOR GIFT:**

Enclosed is my contribution of $ for the Class of 1986 Senior Gift. PAYABLE NOW

**SENIOR PLEDGE:**

I would like to sign-up for the following pledge package:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$15</td>
<td>The Young Starving Grad Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please use my contribution for:

**THE CLASS OF 1986 STUDENT AID FUND**

**OTHER:**

FIRST PAYMENT DUE JUNE, 1987